Originally Arabian horses developed as a
distinctive type in the Arabian Peninsula.
Natural selection and Bedouin-controlled
breeding perfected the Arabian horses’
unique characteristics. Al Khamsa, Inc.
maintains a roster of these desert-honed
horses known as Al Khamsa Arabians.
These special horses trace their lineage
entirely from Bedouin Arabian horses.
Al Khamsa has no dues or membership
requirements, only Supporters. A
Supporter does not have to own an Al
Khamsa Arabian. You can learn more
about them and their conservation with
our educational material: our book Al
Khamsa Arabians III, our magazine the
Khamsat, the roster of Al Khamsa horses.
All can be accessed through our website,
www.alkhamsa.org.

A New Future Rooted in the Past

Al Khamsa Arabian Horses

Al Khamsa Arabians are part of the
Arabian breed as a whole. Because of
their unique heritage, they are also
something quite distinct and worthy
of preservation in themselves. Owners
and friends of Al Khamsa horses are
aware they have retained the qualities
that made the original Bedouin horse so
special. Supporters of Al Khamsa, Inc.
invite you to see if there is a piece of our
history YOU would like to hold. Visit
our website to begin your journey into
time travel.

Al Khamsa, Inc.

470 Folsom Jonesville Road
Jonesville, KY 41052, USA
1.970.439.5941

www.alkhamsa.org
info@alkhamsa.org
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Why was Al Khamsa, Inc. founded?

There is a special group of Arabian horses
known as AL KHAMSA ARABIANS. These
horses make up only a small percentage
of the registered Arabian population, yet
their importance goes far beyond numbers,
and symbolizes the proud heritage of their
Bedouin-bred ancestors.
Within the tent of Al Khamsa, a wide variety
of bloodlines and breeding programs are
available from which a horseman may choose.
Today the horse of the Bedouin is an active
participant in modern American life. There
is an Al Khamsa Arabian just right for any
equine activity. Many successfully compete
in various show ring classes, dressage, in
endurance or competitive trail contests.
Others are used as working ranch horses.
Most are owned, loved and cared for by
amateurs
and are
considered
part of
the family.
There is a
place for
you in this
project.
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Throughout history, there have been waves
of fortune for all creatures, with highs and
lows. During the 1900’s, Arabian horse
owners in many countries formed breed
registries. Some of the horses in these
registries did not trace, in all lines, back
to Bedouin-bred stock. By the mid-20th
Century, most Bedouin tribes had given up
their nomadic lifestyle and were no longer
selectively breeding horses. The horse of
the desert became endangered, and faced
extinction both in its home and outside of it.
Fortunately, a few people recognized the
rare qualities of the desert-bred Arabian and
began to purposefully maintain this essential
breeding stock in North America. In 1975, Al
Khamsa, Inc., a not-for-profit organization,
was founded for the purpose of identifying
and perpetuating horses reasonably assumed
to descend entirely from specific Bedouinbred Arabian horses.
We believe in the horse of the Bedouin, and
are proud of our efforts to safeguard the widest
possible gene pool from original sources.

You can touch the romance of the desert every day.

Your Al Khamsa dream is limited only by your imagination.

Al Khamsa can help you jump into ownership of your dream.
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